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Abstract
We prove that group G of homeomorphisms of S1 will be a convergence group if it satis"es a "niteness
condition which is satis"ed by Fuchsian groups. ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The purpose of this note is to show that a group G of homeomorphisms of S1 is a convergence
group if it has certain properties of Fuchsian groups. This in turn implies that G is topologically
conjugate to a Fuchsian group by the work of Casson and Jungreis [2], Gabai [5] and Tukia [7].
By way of illustration, start with a hyperbolic surface S with fundamental group H. We do not
require that S be compact, but for ease of discussion, we assume that S have no boundary. Consider
a locally "nite collection AK of closed geodesics of S with the property that every component of
S!XAK is either a topological disk or an unbounded annulus (see Fig. 1).
The collection of lifts A of elements of AK to H2 will have the following properties:
f A is H-invariant;
f A is a collection of axes of hyperbolic elements of H;
f A is a discrete subset of the space of all lines in H2;
f For distinct R,S3A, R and S do not share an endpoint in LH2"S1;
f XA is a connected subset of H2.
It will be shown that if a group of homeomorphisms of S1 has a set of &&axes'' satisfying the above
conditions, then the group is a (discrete) convergence group.
q This research was supported by SERC grant GR/K 25618.
0040-9383/99/$ - see front matter ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1.
In geometric group theory, it is necessary to construct isometric actions of groups (or subgroups)
on geometries. If the geometry in question is Euclidean, then one tries to "nd a "nitely generated
abelian subgroup of "nite index. For the other geometries, generally, the best one can hope for is to
show that the group is quasi-isometric to the geometry, but that is normally impossible.
An exception is when the geometry in question is hyperbolic 2-space. By the JSJ of Rips and Sela
[6] and more recently Dunwoody and Sageev [3], this is in some sense the most important type of
action (at least in terms of the automorphism groups). If one can "nd a convergence action of the
group on S1, then by [2, 5, 7] one has an action by isometries on H2. This paper attempts to
simplify the process of showing that an action on S1 is a convergence action.
A major application of this result occurs in the proof of the algebraic torus theorem for "nitely
generated groups [4].
2. Axial groups
Let G be a group of homeomorphisms of S1. Let A be a G-invariant subset of
L"M„LS1D D„D"2N, the set of distinct pairs of points of S1, which is homeomorphic to an open
Moebuis band. We call the elements of L axis. The two distinct points of S1 corresponding to an
axis will be called the endpoints of that axis. We call the pair (G,A) an axial pair. For any property
P, we will say (G,A) has property P if A has property P. So (G,A) is a discrete axial pair if A is
a discrete subset of L.
De5nition. We say two axes cross if the endpoints of one of them separate the endpoints of the
other. More precisely Ma, bN crosses Mc, dN if and only if c and d line in di!erent complementary
segments of S1!Ma, bN. Clearly Ma, bN crosses Mc, dN if and only if Mc, dN crosses Ma, bN.
De5nition. Let I be an interval in Z. A crossing sequence with index set I is a sequence („
i
)LA
indexed by I so that „
i
crosses „
i`1
for each i, i#13I. For S,R3L a crossing sequence from S to
R is a crossing sequence with index set M0,2nN such that „0"S and „n"R. A subset BLL is
called cross-connected if given any R,S3B there is a crossing sequence inB from R to S. A crossing
sequence („
i
)
i|I
LBLL is minimal in B if for each i, j3I with Di!jD’2 there is no S3B which
crosses both „
i
and „
j
.
Remark 1. If there is a crossing sequence from R to S in B, then there is a minimal crossing
sequence from R to S in B.
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De5nition. We say the axial pair (G,A) is a convergence pair if for each axis „3A, the stabilizer
Stab(„) of „ in G is a convergence group with non-empty limit set (it will follow that the limit set is
„). We say A (or (G,A)) is endpoint-disjoint if „WS"0 for any distinct „, S3A.
Lemma 2. For a cross-connected convergence pair (G,A) the following are equivalent.
1. (G,A) is a discrete endpoint-disjoint pair.
2. A is a closed subset of L and for „,S3A with „OS, only ,nitely many elements of A cross
both S and „.
Proof. 1N2: Clearly, A is closed since it is discrete. Consider S,„3A with SO„. Since A is
endpoint-disjoint it follows that S1!(„XS) is the union of four disjoint intervals I
i
for i"1, 2, 3, 4
with I
i
adjacent to I
j
if and only if i!j is odd (see Fig. 2).
Any element of L which crosses both S and „ will have one endpoint in I
i
and one in I
j
where
I
i
and I
j
are not adjacent. The set of all elements of L with one endpoint in IM
1
and the other
endpoint in IM
3
is a compact subset ofL and similarly for IM
2
and IM
4
. SinceA is discrete, it can have
only "nitely many points in any compact set, and so only "nitely many elements of A cross both
S and „.
2N1: No two distinct R, S3A can share an endpoint, for if they did, there would be „3A
which crosses R, and an in"nite number of translates of „ by Stab(R) would cross both R and S.
Thus A is endpoint-disjoint. Since A is closed, if Ma
i
, b
i
N is a sequence of elements of A with
a
i
PaObQb
i
then Ma, bN3A (see Fig. 3).
Since A is cross-connected there is a „3A so that „ crosses Ma, bN. Since Stab(Ma, bN) is
a convergence group with limit set Ma, bN, it follows that there is g3Stab(Ma, bN) with g(„)O„. By
G-equivariance of A, g(„)3A. However for all i<0, Ma
i
, b
i
N will cross both „ and g(„) which is
a contradiction. Thus A is discrete. K
Main Theorem. A group G, acting by homeomorphisms on S1, is a convergence group if and only if
there is a ALL so that (G,A) is a cross-connected, discrete, endpoint-disjoint convergence pair.
When A has only a single element the result is trivial, so for the remainder of the paper (G,A)
will be a cross-connected, discrete, endpoint-disjoint convergence pair with DAD’1. Fix a path
metric d on S1. For any „3L, the diameter of „, diam („)"d(a, b).
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3.
Lemma 3. ‚et (g
j
) be a sequence in G and let BLA be ,nite. Either there is S3A, R3B and
a subsequence (g
jn
) of (g
j
) with g
jn
(R)"S ∀n, or max
T|B
diam(g
j
(„))P0 as jPR.
Proof. Since A is discrete, for any e’0, there are only "nitely many „3A with diam(„)’e.
Thus if max
T|B
diam(g
j
(„)); 0 as jPR, then by replacing (g
j
) with subsequence, we may assume
that there is S3A such that S3g
j
(B) for all n’0. Since B is "nite, there is a subsequence (g
in
) of
(g
j
) and there is R3B with g
jn
(R)"S for all n’0. K
There are two equivalent de"nitions of a (discrete) convergence group.
De5nition (Convergence I). We say a group which acts by homeomorphism on a space X is
a convergence group on X if for each sequence of distinct elements of G, there is a subsequence (g
i
)
and points P, N3X such that g
i
(x)PP uniformly on compact subsets of X!MNN, and g~1
i
(x)PN
uniformly on compact subsets of X!MPN.
De5nition (Convergence II). We say a group G which acts by homeomorphisms on X is a conver-
gence group on X if the induced action on the space n of distinct triples of X is properly
discontinuous.
In [1], these two de"nitions are shown to be equivalent in the case where X is compact
Hausdor!.
Remark 4. If G is a group of homeomorphisms which acts on a metric space X, and G is not
a convergence group on X, then there is a sequence Mv
i
N in n, with v
i
Pv3n and a sequence of
distinct g
i
3G with g
i
(v
i
)Pv@3n .
We will show that our action fails the condition of Remark 4.
De5nition. For any „3L and any x3S1!„, de"ne;
T
(x) to be the component of S1!„ which
contains x. We say a point x3S1 is a conical point of the axial pair (G,A) if the set of all;
T
(x) form
a basis for x. That is if for any neighborhood< of x in S1, there is a „3A such that;
T
(x)L<. We
denote by C the set conical points of S1.
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Remark 5. SinceA is a nonsingleton, cross-connected and G-invariant set, and since the stabilizer
of an axis is a convergence group with limit set the endpoints of the axis, it follows from standard
convergence groups techniques that XALC.
Lemma 6. For any non-conical point x3S1 and any point p3C there is an axis „3A such that
p N;
T
(x) and for any other S3A,;
S
(x)J;
T
(x).=e call such a „ a minimal axis for x with respect to
p. „here are only ,nitely many minimal axes for x with respect to p.
Proof. Since p3C there is a „3A such that p N;
T
(x). Suppose there is no minimal axis for x with
respect to p. Then there is a distinct sequence („
i
)LA with the property that ;
Ti`1
(x)L;
Ti
(x).
Since x is not conical it follows that („
i
)P„3L contradicting the discreteness of A.
To see that there are only "nitely many minimal axes for x with respect to p, we need only notice
that any two minimal axes for x with respect to p must cross. By Lemma 2, any subset of A in
which every pair of axes cross is "nite. K
Lemma 7. If x3S1 is a non-conical point, then there is a minimal crossing sequence („
i
)Z
of minimal axes for x indexed by the integers such that if MxN is a component of S1!C then „
i
Px as
iP$R, and such that
Y
i|Z
;
Ti
(x) YC"0.
Proof. Let S1!MxN be represented by the real line R. By Lemma 6 there is „3A such that for any
S3A!M„N, ;
S
(x)J;
T
(x). Let p be the right-hand endpoint of „ in R. Choose „
0
to be the
minimal axis for x with respect to p whose right-hand endpoint is the furthest to the right of p (we
can do this since there are only "nitely many minimal axes of x with respect to p). Let q be the
left-hand endpoint of „
0
. Choose „
~1
to be the minimal axis for x with respect to q whose left
endpoint is furthest to the left of q (see Fig. 4).
Proceeding by induction, with „
i
chosen, but „
i`1
not chosen, choose „
i`1
to be the minimal
axis for x with respect to the right-hand endpoint of „
i
with the property that the right endpoint of
„
i`1
is furthest to the right on R. Similarly if „
i
is chosen, but „
i~1
is not, we choose it in the
analogous fashion (replacing right with left everywhere). The fact that this biin"nite crossing
sequence, („
i
), is minimal follows from the construction.
Let r3C. Suppose by way of contradiction that r3;
Ti
(x) for all i3Z. Since r3C there is a R3A
with R separating r from x (see Fig. 5).
SinceA is cross connected, there exists S3A with S crossing „
i
for some i, but one endpoint of
S contained in 5;
Ti
(x). This S contradicts the minimality of the axes. It follows that „
i
Px as
iP$R when MxN is a component of S1!C. K
Remark 8. If G is a "nitely generated Fuchsian group then one can show (using a fundamental
polyhedron) that A is the union of "nitely many orbits under the action of G and so it will follow
that C is contained in the set of conical limit points of G as a Fuchsian group. For a CoFuchsian
group, C will be equal to the set of conical limit points, but this is not true in even the easiest
example of a non CoFuchsian group, i.e. consider a torus with an open disk D removed. TakeA to
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Fig. 4.
Fig. 5.
be the obvious set of axes (two simple closed curves on the torus which intersect once and miss D).
Let g be the hyperbolic element corresponding to the boundary of D. The hyperbolic endpoints of
g will not be in C even though they are clearly conical limit points.
For in"nitely generated Fuchsian groups, the points of C need not be conical (see Fig. 6). Let
H be the group of isometries of H2 corresponding to this surface S and n : H2PS be the
corresponding quotient map. A point in S1"LH2 which is sent by the extension of n to the point at
in"nity of S will be an element of C but not a conical limit point of H.
Proof of Main Theorem. It is easy to show that a convergence group G has an invariant cross-
connected discrete endpoint disjoint set of axes. One simply uses the fact that every convergence
group is conjugate to a Fuchsian group, [2, 5, 7], and so G has a "nite index, surface subgroup H.
We can "nd a set of such axes for H as outlined in the introduction, and the union of the translates
by G of these axes for H will be a cross-connected discrete endpoint disjoint set of axes for G.
For the other implication, let (G,A) be a cross-connected, discrete, endpoint-disjoint conver-
gence pair. We "rst reduce to the case where the components of S1!C are points. We do this by
identifying the components of S1!C to points. This identi"cation will yield a second copy of
S1 because the components of S1!C are either points or closed intervals, since none of the points
of C are isolated on either side. The group G still acts on this quotient S1 by homeomorphisms, and
G still satis"es all of the properties in the hypothesis. The image of a component of S1!C will be
a non-conical point (by Lemma 7) of the quotient S1. Once we have the theorem for the action of
G on the quotient S1, we will see that the non-conical points are not conical in the Fuchsian sense,
and so must be parabolic "xed points since G is "nitely generated. Working on the quotient
orbifold, it is easy to replace the appropriate parabolic "xed points with arcs in the domain of
discontinuity to recover the original action of G on S1. This can be done just by changing the metric
on the orbifold in a neighborhood of the appropriate punctures (metrically replacing said punc-
tures with #aring annuli). Since the original action of G is topologically conjugate to a Fuchsian
action, it follows that the original action of G on S1 is a convergence action. Thus we may assume
that every component of S1!C is a single point.
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Fig. 6.
Suppose by way of contradiction that G is not a convergence group. (The superscripts in the
following are not powers.) By Remark 4, there are sequences (x1
j
), (x2
j
), and (x3
j
) in S1 with x1
j
Px1,
x2
j
Px2, and x3
j
Px3 where x1, x2, x3 are distinct points of S1, and a sequence of distinct g
j
3G
such that g
j
(x1
j
)PxL 1, g
j
(x2
j
)PxL 2 and g
j
(x3
j
)PxL 3 with xL 1, xL 2, xL 3 distinct.
Claim A. For any two R,S3A, there are only ,nitely many j for which g
j
(R)"S.
By way of contradiction, suppose that this is not the case. Then by taking subsequences, we may
assume that g
j
(R)"S for all j’0. Thus for j’1, g
j
g~1
1
3Stab(S). Since Stab(S) is a convergence
group with non-empty limit set, by taking a subsequence, we may assume that g
j
g~1
1
(x)PP
uniformly on compact subset of S1!MNN, where N and P are points of S1. Without loss of
generality, NOg
1
(x1), g
1
(x2). Thus since x1
j
Px1 and x2
j
Px2, it follows that g
j
g~1
1
(g
1
(xi
j
))PP for
i"1, 2. Thus g
1
(xL 1)"P"g
1
(xL 2) which contradicts the fact that xL 1OxL 2. This completes the proof
of the claim. K
For i"1, 2, 3 we will "rst construct open neighborhoods ;i of xi such that ;1,;2,;3 are
pairwise disjoint. The construction depends on whether xi is conical or not. If xi is conical then
there is a „i3A with xn N;M
Ti
(xi) for nOi. Let ;i";
Ti
(xi).
If xi is non-conical and („i
k
)
k|Z
is the minimal crossing sequence for xi from Lemma 7 then for
some Mi(Ni and all jOi,
xj N
Ni
Y
k/Mi
;M
Tik
(xi).
We can do this since the components of S1!C are points (see Fig. 7).
We now let
;i" N
i
Y
k/Mi
;
Tik
(xi).
As ;i is an interval, we let „i be the set of endpoints of ;
i
, and so „i3L, the space of distinct
doubles of S1, with ;i";
Ti
(xi). In all likelihood „i NA although both endpoints of „ i will be
endpoints of (di!erent) elements of A.
Clearly, we can choose ;i and „i for i"1, 2, 3, so that Y
i)j
;
i
"0.
We now repeat this process for xL i to "nd „K i and ;K i and in the non-conical case MK i(NK i
and („K i
k
)
k|Z
with the property that ;K 1,;K 2,;K 3 are disjoint neighborhoods of xL 1, xL 2, and xL 3,
respectively.
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Fig. 7.
Fig. 8.
By taking subsequences, we may assume that for i"1, 2, 3, xi
j
3;i and g
j
(xi
j
)3;K i for all j. It
follows that g
j
(;i)W;K iO0 for all j’0.
Now choose a "nite cross-connected subset BLA with the following properties:
1. If xi is conical, then „i3B;
2. If xi is non-conical then „i
k
3B for all Mi)k)Ni.
Similarly, choose a "nite cross-connected subset BK LA satisfying the above properties for xL i,
„K i, etc. Notice that;i is the union of components of S1!XB together with endpoints of elements
of B and similarly for ;K i and BK . Notice that even when xi is non-conical, if an element of space of
distinct doubles of S1, L, crosses „i then it crosses an element of B and similarly for „K i and B) .
By Lemma 3 and Claim A, max
T|B
diam(g
j
(„ ))P0 as jPR. Fix a j<0 such that
max
T|B
diam(g
j
(„)) is strictly less than the minimal diameter of a component of S1!BK divided by
DB D. It follows that there are adjacent intervals I, JLS1!BK with g
j
(XB)L IXJX(IM WJM ) (see
Fig. 8).
By the de"nition of BK and the fact that ;KM iW;KM n"0 for iOn, it follows that IXJX(IM WJM ) will
intersect at most one of the ;K i for i"1, 2, 3. Similarly, it follows that S1! (IXJX(IM WJM )) will
intersect at most one of the g
j
(;i) for i"1, 2, 3. Together this contradicts the fact that
g
j
(;i)W;K iO0 for all j and for i"1, 2, 3. K
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